
                                       Ex Rentals and Demo Packrafts for Sale

FOR PRICES< DISCOUNTS< CONDITION 
please see the price list file we will send via FB messenger or email. 

We sell our packrafts and accessories all over New Zealand, and to ensure
people get what they need and what they expect we send demo boats to
them to try out.  They can,

• keep them and buy them
• order one in a different colour or configuration
• send it back, no obligation

Our rentals go out all through the year to individuals and groups.  We know
which rivers they will be on and we avoid inappropriate ones that might
cause problems. Our instruction courses include trying out different models.
All in all our packrafts do see water, and this is both good for our customers
and for the valuable feedback we receive.  The boats get a few floor scuffs,
and a few pinhole leaks, which we repair with a tiny blob of Aquaseal.
Some rental boats are prototypes.  Our policy is to only have rentals and
demos which are current models so we don’t keep them long. 

The descriptions are accurate and the photos are since the last use.  If any
packraft isn’t as you expect it, send it back.  All packrafts go through Clean, Check Dry after every use.   We will include an inflation bag and a repair kit
which includes fabric and a spare valve. Our packrafts are capable of handling rapids as follows.

• WW series up to Grade3 and above; 
• CW base model Grade 2 max; 
• CW spray deck are good for Grade 3. 
• AR series are OK up to and including Grade 3



PACKRAFTS FOR SALE

1. CW220 with removable spray deck.  1 x red and 1 x blue (with stern TiZip)

2. CW250 in Dark Green = base model, but with luxury seat and EVA padded backrest.

3. WW255 red double coated TPU, with stern TiZip. Original design with insert floor. Thigh braces included. This is the
original stern shape. This is our instructor’s packraft. 



4. WW255 two tone green, red seams, with TiZip in bow. Integral floor seat with extra seat. Thigh braces
included.  This has the latest curved stern shape.  Prototype with the integral floor, but this one was
not as thick, hence the booster seat. 



5. WW255 light blue. Full integrated floor/seat, new high strength thigh brace back rest attachment, new curved floor.
Bow TiZip. CURRENT MODEL

6. WWW275 same as the WW255 above but 200mm longer for taller paddlers over 1.8m.  The side tubes are 200mm
longer.  Will fit shorter people as it has the super attachment ladder. CURRENT MODEL

7. WW255 double coated TPU, full integrated floor/seat, new
high strength thigh brace back rest attachment, new
curved floor. Stern TiZip. CURRENT MODEL



8. WW255 spray skirt models with thigh braces and our new spray skirts. Yellow/red     
3 of them.  New spray skirt design.  TiZip in stern. Attachments for footrests.  
CURRENT MODEL

9. WW255 NEW SHAPE 2021. extended stern, low profile bow.  Yellow/blue. This is a self-bailing model
with everything.  It’s the owner’s packraft.   The longer stern and new bow shape really is noticeable in
Grade 3 and above whitewater. Note how many measurements have changed, even the straight tubes
are shorter. CURRENT MODEL   Please note this is not a copy of any other brand. It is quite distinctly
different in at least 5 features.  It really performs for anyone who is keen to do more in Grade 3 and
above whitewater.  It is significantly faster and easier to edge (rail). It surfs too. Comparison is the
standard WW255, which still has our curved stern, but the extended version is just a bit more
curvaceous. 



DOUBLES

10. CW350 red with TiZip, EVA backrests, integral self-bailing floor.  Only had one days use. 3 of them.

11. CW350 as above but floor had a cut and has been repaired. 
12. AR350 orange as above but with the racing hull shape   2 of them. Paddled on lakes.
13. AR 350 red as above. This has a slightly smaller foot space for the front paddler.

Double packrafts.

We have noticed a new interest in doubles being rented for expeditions like the Hollyford-Pyke , the
Waimakariri, Mohaka and the Clarence.  Our doubles have won every adventure race in recent times
including the World AR Championship.  The performance that creates a winning race packraft are valuable
in expeditions too.  

• fast
• stable
• comfortable
• can handle Grade 3 and still be fast on a lake. 
• carries heaps of gear and two full size paddlers. 

Doubles are ideal too for a more experienced paddler to take a companion who could be a completely new
paddler.  They are not ‘’divorce boats’’, quite the opposite, take my word for it (Hugh). 

All the doubles have had about 4-7 days use, mostly on lakes, except the one that ran over something on the Rakaia.  Prices represent very good value
because new boats coming will cost more due to Covid effects on freight for the factory and us in NZ. 



14. Inflatable double – it’s big roomy double that looks like a small
narrow raft, but it’s made from TPU so it’s very light. It has a full
inflatable floor and a seat and an EVA backrest.  It’s not self bailing,
so in flat water and easy rivers it stays dry inside.  Also has the
ability to be rowed. Oars included.  Suit a family or couple or can be
paddled or rowed solo so is idea for fishing lake edges and easy
streams and rivers.  I would take tis down the Waimakariri or even
the Clarence. Two adults and 2 kids under 7 or two adults and a 7-
12 year old. 2 adults plus gear. Versatile and packs up and can be
carried, unlike a PVC inflatable. 



Paddles

Stock

The kayak shops have lots of whitewater and racing paddles, so we specialise in 4 piece packrafting very light
paddles that are in two specs and two sizes. See our website for details.

• All Carbon shaft and blade 700 gram
• Carbon shaft and Nylon blades 1000 gram
• Either 210-220cm or 195 to 205cm length

Specials

We have a brand new Werner USA 4 piece whitewater paddle. They are the
best on the market.  Not cheap, just good.  In very limited supply.  No more
Werner paddles out of the US factory until late August 2021  

Also a crank shaft all carbon wing paddle 2
piece.  This is a racing paddle. In a nice padded
bag. Never used.  Suit a smaller paddler. 

https://www.blueduckpackrafting.co.nz/packrafting-accessories


TERMS

Our terms are payment by direct credit. On receipt of payment we will send the boats etc via courier to your delivery address anywhere in NZ. This
is included.

All prices are GST inclusive (because we pay our taxes)


